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ABSTRACT
The best interconnected profitable projects, tourism has come a long way since the technology allows tourists to watch & make their journeys without the necessity to go a tourism company because Blockchain has potential to transform this Industry. With the advancement of Internet marketing, visitors are able to access and view the information in the real time on their gadgets such as Laptops, Computers, Tablets, & Smartphones and as a result they can select their own contents. One of the strong growing technologies and the most cutting edge technologies is tourism blockchain. The Blockchain offers many advantages to the tourism business as it can help to the increase profitability, improvement of the customer satisfaction & to improve the performance. In this paper, I present the current situation in Pakistan regarding the utilization the technology of blockchain in tourism business. The agenda of this paper includes discovery of why blockchain technology couldn’t be used in tourism business, and what tasks should be managed.
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1.INTRODUCTION
The tourism business represents the key sectors of global economic development. The globally recognized tourism definition is that which suggests that tourism consists of the activities of travelers living in and out of their normal conditions for more than 1 successive year of relief, trading and more unrelated tasks [1]. In 2019, the total investment of the tourist business in global economy is USD 9.9 trillion [2], representing 11.3% of GDP, 6.6% of exports, and 27.3% of exports and -10% of land tenure. It is necessary to note that, in this report, Tourism department expects more growth of 3.6% by 2019, exceeding the estimated global economic growth of 2.8%. Tourism has modified dramatically when the Internet gave opportunity to the travelers to search and plan their travel without the hassle of the travel company visit [18-25]. The tourism industry will soon change with the advent of digital technology, which will result in a shift in the needs and needs of travelers in terms of tourism services and products [3].

This tourism industry involves with some companies and sectors to achieve their goal. It contains (i) Transportation, this includes flight and railways reservations, spacecraft and many more. (ii) Accommodation, it includes Hotels reservation, Cruises, Breakfast. (iii) Food and Beverage, it involves in catering, Nightclubs, Restaurants, Bars etc. (iv) Entertainment, this sector includes shopping, casino, Tourist Guides. (v) Other linked Companies, like Travel agencies, Education sector and more [4].

As a new technology, the blockchain [26-30] is change in all zones, even tourism. Blockchain technology provide opportunities to different companies to do business in honest way without the need for a centralized control.
This is a new way of processing information, editing, and recording with long-lasting blocks that are reliable and functional. The utilization of blockchain technology in the tourism can lead to lower costs associated with currency exchange rates and its simplify the loyalty programs for regular travelers. Researchers are looking for ways to address these changes in the tourism business.

The main purpose of research is to examine the tourism business in the context of blockchain technology and to check if companies in Pakistan consider their use in their day-to-day tasks. This technology is the new technology in the market that’s why this technology is embraced by the customers. Blockchain technology has adopted very fastly by customers like other technologies. It is necessary to highlight the entire business is still learning about the use of specified technologies and few technology applications through the system. Blockchain is accepted widely so it is important to explain how this technology can be helpful in the business. After this, the other part of my paper is that the LR relevant to the utilization of blockchain technology on context of tourism Industry. Some e.g. of blockchain revolution use in world widely are explained in third section. And in the section 4, we examine the utilization of this technology in tourist business.

2. TOURISM INDUSTRY USING BLOCKCHAIN – RELATED WORK

The occurrence of this technology and its well-known product has attracted media attention and generated wide interest in many businesses. Tourism TUI has accepted Blockchain for its reservation, booking, and payment systems and has made important investments in the regions. With the help of social media platforms, people can share our experience with others. This can cause problems as there is a possibility of scams or fake reviews. Blockchain can be used to fix by its features like privacy, trust, transparency and security. The tourism sector was the leading investor in blockchain in 2018, by which time the trend is expected to continue in three years. The importance of the blockchain to the tourism sector this can increase the scholars interest. Block chain’s commercial use moves beyond the experimental provide solution to real world problem in the huge world Company. Blockchain technology have enough potential apps for other industries and they impact on other stakeholders. As we shown in fig 1, shows the opportunities for many people in tourist industry.

Blockchain is versatile and its application always enhances tourism: (i) It enhances the passenger experience with this platform, (ii) Payments through Blockchain are fast and hassle free over cross border, (iii) Blockchain use facilitates diversity, protects currency & strengthens banking system, (iv) Block chain contributes to reducing overall operating costs.

Figure 1 Block chain applications for Tourism

The block chain second generation related trend towards blockchain development and the smart contracts uses will increase the advantages to traveler. It has been confirmed that smart cities and Smart Tourism share a similar structure. Both Smart Tourism & smart city architecture has 6 layers, in Table 1.

Table 1. Characteristics of Tourism and Smart City with Blockchain

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Layer</th>
<th>SC Components</th>
<th>Blockchain Technology components</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data</td>
<td>Urban data</td>
<td>Distributed hyperledger db</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Platform services like cloud, application and open APIs.</td>
<td>Diverse crypto currencies and smart contracts DApps.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traveler</td>
<td>Shopping, Restaurant, Accommodation, Entertainment, Transportation</td>
<td>Same as SC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citizen</td>
<td>Innovation &amp; Economy, Culture &amp; Entertainment, Citizenship &amp; Community, Urban Places &amp; spaces, Transport &amp; Management.</td>
<td>Same as SC.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>The same Infrastructure components of SC.</td>
<td>Ubiquitous city Network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

On the behalf of Table 1, we conclude that the civilian layers in ST on below the passenger layers and layer: 1, 2, 3, 4 share similar components. Tourism adopts
technology’s that affects & transforms today’s businesses [15]. Based on the analysis, three areas of modifications have been identified: (i) Price reduction, (ii) Receive Crypto currency, (iii) New Eco. System development.

The blockchain use in the tourism sector facilitates many processes that ordinary tourists have to do while conducting their tours. And these trips include arrival, booking, and accommodation. Blockchain technology is decentralized network, a customer must verify it only one time before boarding, because all passenger information and transactions are scattered across multiple locations across multiple locations. There are many benefits of blockchain in tourism business and hospitality. Among them are: (i) Speedily the transactions and view the previous transactions, (ii) Secure & transparent transactions, (iii) Customer Improve customer / guest satisfaction. All passenger information and transactions are scattered, (iv) Blockchain Raising and promoting levels of trust and confidence among participants [16]. This technology in hospitality and tourism business and identifies the following zones [17]: (i) Payment, (ii) Cryptocurrency, (iii) Tracking and service optimization, (iv) Payment, (v) Verified rating and review system, (vi) Smart Contract, (vii) Initiative cooperative initiative and appropriate attention, (viii) Cancellation of Tourism and Hospitality Activities.

As investment in blockchain for tourism business increases, it is expected that these reforms significantly affect the future of tourism. Therefore, the blockchain technology in the field of tourism from various angles and to make appropriate and in-depth research proposals and explanations [17]

3. METHODOLOGY

This research that was resulted on the base of the utilization of blockchain in tourist business. For empirical part the current situation on use of blockchain in tourist sector & secondary data was inspect while for the theoretical framework scientifically and professionals papers was inspect. We compared all data in tourism business in use of block chain technology that it creates the role in the national economy of country. The tourism department is still inadequate researched in use of blockchain technology. In my research, I gathered the secondary data that was gathered by online forums, searches using phrase: “Blockchain in Tourism Pakistan”. It means the online searches are under study. I gather the data analyse the country (Pakistan) & according the result, we conclude that other Countries in this region where Pakistan is located are similar. We also examined the Pakistan that the important limitations are data availability, till there is no any kind of successful example available Tourism using blockchain technology.

Creating a public ledger of suppliers and customers in the travel Industry. This public ledger built by Blockchain is available not only to big companies, but also for small companies. System need the following entities: (i) Defining the currency exchange program, (ii) Maintain and control the data, (iii) Assurance that the venue will be fair. The status of blockchain for trusted prog provides an opportunity to highlight the importance of power distribution.

The tourism business in Pakistan play an important role in national economy. In my research, we gather data collection through online platforms using the phrases: “Tourism in Pakistan. Based on the search results, I present some of the apps available in terms of understanding the country and infrastructure relevant to basic implementation.

4. CONCLUSION

Blockchain development and the use of smart contracts will further enhance the benefits to customers. The blockchain simplifies & speedily check the passengers at airports, railway stations and all other transports sectors. The investment in block chain in tourism industry starts increases, it will impact on Tourism future and how things are managed. Tourism becomes a trend accessible to millions every day. The faster communication is on the base of IT. Tourism is defined by two basic stakeholders: tourists and tourism who want to earn money. In this research I highlight the evidence of Tourism industry in Blockchain Technology, but in the previous work we find the example of blockchain in Tourism. The complete analysis of implementation of blockchain in tourism business is required to access the application of blockchain in tourism. Therefore, the objective of this search is to launch, reviews and show the powerful areas, which is popular for tourism, along with country Pakistan review. In Pakistan, there is no use of till now web of 3.0. This 3rd gen decentralized network means that the user is a user that everyone can join in without fear. The main reasons for the less experience of blockchain technology are the following: inefficiency of system control, need to aware the tourists about the importance of blockchain technology, inexperience of infrastructure. This technology is a challenge in the tourist development of the national economy. Situation of Pakistan, we can generally conclude that efforts to implement blockchain nodes, especially in the transformation of business models, should focus on building a door-to-door blockchain ecosystem. On the basis of current situation, I hope this paper will be very helpful for the entrepreneurs about the use of blockchain technology in tourism business.
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